[The diagnostic reading of normal level of arterial pressure: metabolism, humoral mediators, biological functions and biological reactions, local pools of inter-cellular medium.]
The physiological level of arterial pressure confirms absence in vivo of disorders of biological functions of homeostasis, tropology, endoecology, (biological reactions of excretion and inflammation) and adaptation (biological reactions of compensation and stress). The standard arterial pressure reflects physiological permeability of biolayer (endothelium/pneumocytes and endothelium/trophoblasts) on the interface of common and local pools of inter-cellular medium. Under development of increasing of metabolic arterial pressure it is a non-simple clinical biochemical task to establish which particular function out of four ones has no local compensation at the second level of regulation of metabolism (in paracrine regulating cenosises of cells and organs) and requires such a compensation as increasing of arterial pressure from the third level of regulation of metabolism, from level of organism, vasomotor center of brain. The clinical biochemical differential diagnostic of metabolic arterial hypertension requires new methods of diagnostic. These methods will be based on a mode of quantitative and qualitative detection of analytes in urine known as metabolomics. This is a mode of fluid chromatography of small numerous water-soluble analytes (metabolites and catabolites) of urine with mass-spectrometric detectors. It is proposed during analysis of spectrograms to differentiate particular peaks and to etiologically and pathogenetically group them in diagnostic clusters permitting as supposed to characterize disorder of four biological functions. And then let be present peaks still unidentified and with unclear diagnostic value. The more in number of peaks will be etiological and pathogenic clusters of metabolic arterial hypertension the more successful will be differentiated diagnostic. The disorder of four biological functions that in vivo are to be compensated from the level of organism, determines such a high rate of metabolic arterial hypertension in population of the developed countries.